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ABSTRACT

A method for enabling deaf people to recognize speech was 

discussed. It was proposed that this be accomplished by replacing 

the cochlea by a speech processor, and the auditory nerve by the 

tactile nerves. The speech processor was designed from considerations 

of the characteristics and production of speech. A flexible parallel, 

filter speech processor was designed and built using active R-C 

filters. An upper bound on tactile recognition of speech from this 

speech processor output was determined to be the intelligibility of 

synthetic speech created from the speech processor output. Effects of 

amplitude quantization' upon speech processor output were investigated. 

A serial filter speech processor designed as an analog to the human 

cochlea was discussed.



Chapter I 

Introduction

The normal person receives information through the senses of 

sight, smell, taste, feel, and hearing. When one of these senses is 

lost, the individual compensates "by using the remaining senses to a 

greater extent. The deaf are trained in lip reading and sign language i, 

This substitution, while of great value, has certain disadvantages and 

limitations. In lip reading, the deaf person must be able to see the 

talker. When sign language is used, both the "talker" and the "listen

er" must be trained. In both cases, visual attention is required of 

the listener. . ,

It would be of great advantage to the deaf if the tactile 

sense could be substituted for hearing. The deaf person would be able 

to converse with a person whom he could not see. Television, radio, 

and the telephone could be used by the deaf.

In order to substitute the tactile sense for hearing, speech 

information must be introduced into the nervous system by tactile stim

ulation. A grossly simplified model of the ear appears in Figure 1-1 (a), 

and a model of a device for tactual introduction of speech information 

in Figure 1-1 (b). The function of blocks 1, 2, 3 in Figure 1-1 (a) is 

being supplanted by blocks 5 and 6 (a) in Figure 1-1 (b). Hence, blocks.

■5 and 6 (a) are, in a sense, an artificial ear. ,
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Figure 1-1

In natural, unprocessed speech, an indication of the speakers 

emotional state is contained in his pitch inflections. His sex can be 

determined from his pitch frequency, and the actual message he intends 

to convey from the words and sentences that he speaks. One of the dis

advantages of many speech synthesis schemes, such as Dudley's Vocoder,1
2is that the synthesized speech sounds artificial, due to small var

iations in pitch frequency being lost. As nothing can now be learned 

from pitch inflections, information has been lost. However, this syn

thesized speech is quite recognizable. A measure of the recognizability 

of speech is the percentage correct recognition of spoken sounds.

These sounds may be single phonemes, syllables, words, or sentences.



. . .
It has been found that if words are recognized correctly 60$> of the 

time, sentences will be recognized correctly about 95$ of the time.̂  

In this study, it was desired to eliminate context as much as 
possible, so the percentage correct recognition of phonemes, called 

intelligibility,'was taken as the measure; of speech recognizability. 

If the speaker pronounces S phonemes and the listener correctly iden

tified R of these phonemes, then the intelligibility. I, is 

I -= (R/S) x 100$.

This definition of intelligibility applies nicely to audible 

speech. Often, speech will be processed into a set of signals which 

are not audible speech, but from which part of the message contained 

in the original speech can be extracted. If the speech message is a 

list of phonemes, and an ideal algorithm for extracting this message 

were available, the percentage correct recognition of these phonemes 

by the use of this algorithm is the potential intelligibility of the

signals. If P.I. is the potential intelligibility of a signal, S_ is
. , l

the number of phonemes spoken, and R- is the number of phonemes cor- 

rectly identified by the use of the ideal algorithm, then

P.I. = (R-j/S-j-) x 100$. '

The definition of intelligibility will be extended to any 

actual speech recognition process.: For example the "intelligibility 

of speech by the use of any speech recognition technique is the per

centage correct phoneme recognition using this technique. Note that 

the potential intelligibility of any signal is an upper bound on the 

intelligibility which can be realized. i .:



In Figure 1-1 (b), block 5 processes speech into a form suitable 

for introduction into the nervous system by the stimulator-nerve ending 

interface in block 6 (a)-6 (b). Then this speech information is . 

transmitted to the brain on the tactile nerves. The brain recognizes 

speech from this speech information.

The success of this scheme depends upon several parameters. 

First, the brain must be capable of processing factually obtained in

formation.at a rate rapid enough to recognize speech. Assuming that 

the brain is so capable, then sufficient information must be delivered 
by the tactual nerves.

• The success of Braille reading indicates that the brain is 

capable of processing factually obtained information at a rapid rate. 

Whether sufficient information can be delivered by the tactual nervous 

system is not known at this time. Obviously, no more information can 

reach the brain than is present at the output of the speech processor. 

Hence, an upper bound on the intelligibility of factually communicated 

speech is the potential intelligibility of the output of the speech 

processor. ■ .

Assuming feasibility of such a device, considerable training 

will probably be required in its use. How extensive this training 

will be is not known. Perhaps one of the most significant potential

ities of such a device would be its use by a deaf child. If such a 

child could be introduced to this device at an early age, perhaps in 

time it would replace the normal hearing apparatus.
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The results of several research projects previous to this one

indicate the possibility of such a device. Of particular interest is

some work done by J. M. Pickett, at the Speech Transmission Laboratory
. ifof the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockhold, Sweden. The tactual 

vocoder shown in Figure 1-2 was used to aid in lip reading.

The bank of filters shown in block 3 covered the range from 

210 to 7700 Hertz in ten overlapping ranges. The output of each of 

these filters was then detected and averaged. This averaged output 

was modulated with a 300 Hertz sine wave, and used to drive a stimu

lator placed on one of the ten fingers.

Dr. Pickett found that trained subjects, aided by the tactual

vocoder, recognized, by lip reading, 85.5%. of selected phonemes spoken . 

by one person. Without the tactual vocoder, recognition fell to 60.2%. 

For a different speaker, 7 5 of the selected phonemes were recognized 

with tactual inputs and 66.7$ were recognized correctly without. These 

experiments indicated that information was definitely being transmitted 

by tactile stimili.

Further experiments were conducted by Dr. Pickett, at the Royal
5' . " . ■ ".■■■:■/ ' ■Institute of Technology, on recognition of speech by the use of the 

tactual vocoder alone. For one set of six vowels, the correct response 

was made 60% of the time, while with another set of six vowels the 

correct response was made .5^ of the time. These tests were run with 

two speakers, which were also the two subjects tested. It was noted . 

that the vowels with more widely spread formants were more
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easily distinguished than those with closer spacing. Testing was also 

done on consonants and it was found that the pair /s-t/ was dis

criminated correctly 99*5$ of the time, while the pair /p-b/ was 
correctly discriminated only 22.0% of the time. These percentages 

were corrected for chance success.

Dr. Pickett concluded that the tactual nervous system is capa

ble of transmitting limited amounts of information, and also that the 

limitations of this method will be imposed primarily by the' pattern, 

resolving capability of the skin. Therefore, he feels that the pri

mary applications of tactual communication of speech will be either 

in situations where severe limitations are placed on normal speech 

communication, or as a complement to some other information input;

For example, a limited vocabulary could be tactually recognized 

by a person working in a high noise environment.where normal voice 

communication would be impossible. Dr. Pickett's original application 

of the tactual vocoder was a.supplement to lip reading, where it 

proved to be of value. ■

Dr. Pickett's tactual vocoder falls into the pattern of Figure
%  ̂ ' 1 

1-1 (b). The tactual vocoder used a bank of ten filters and envelope

detectors as the speech processing element. As previously outlined,

the potential intelligibility of the speech processor output must be

sufficiently high, if satisfactory operation is to be realized. It is

intuitively reasonable that in a parallel filter; speech processor

such as this, the potential intelligibility of the output increases as



the number of channels increase. Since this device is to be reason

ably compact, it is desirable to use as few channels as necessary.

It is not immediately obvious what the minimum number of chan
nels is for adequate potential intelligibility. Dr. Pickett used ten 

channels, presumably with the idea in mind of using the ten fingers as

receptors. Other investigators have used as many as one hundred and
6as few as eight channels, but no one has determined how potential 

intelligibility varies with the number of channels. Indeed, it is a 

difficult problem to attack directly as potential intelligibility is 

not easily measured. Also, it is reasonable that the manner in which 

the channels are arranged, as well as the number of channels, is im

portant.

The object of the research being reported was to indirectly 

obtain data on how potential intelligibility varies with number of chan

nels. One method of accomplishing this would involve building many 

tactual vocoders, each with a different number of channels. A large 

number of subjects would be trained in the use of each vocoder. Then 

the average of these subjects phoneme recognition rates could be used 

as an indication.of the potential intelligibility of the output of that 

particular speech processor. This approach is impractical due to the 

long time which would be required for the subjects to learn to recognize 

speech from tactile stimulation. .

Hence, a more direct method of obtaining a measure of the po

tential intelligibility of the output of the parallel filter speech



processor is needed. If a pattern recognition system capable of rec

ognizing speech with little'or no retraining were available, and the 

capability existed for rapidly changing speech processor configurations, 
equivalent results could be obtained much more easily.

It might be observed that the auditory system is already such 

a pattern recognition system. 1 Hence, if some method of utilizing the 

auditory system to recognize speech from the output of the speech pro

cessor were used, the percentage recognition of phonemes would serve 

as a measure of the potential intelligibility of the output of the 

speech processor. Figure 1-3 is a block diagram of the system used.

In Figure 1-3, block 1 is the speech processor, the outputs are 

the low frequency envelope of the outputs of each band pass filter.

Each output is used to modulate a sinusoid whose frequency is the . 

center frequency of the respective band pass filter. In this manner, 

the signal stimulates a region of the basilar membrane rather than a

region on the skin. This device is conceptually similar to the vocoder
. 7 , • . , ,■originated by H. Dudley, and the output bears a strong resemblance to

speech. Hence, the pattern recognition system in the brain needs little

retraining, and the phoneme recognition rate for a particular speech

processor configuration can be evaluated in a reasonably short time.

It can then be said that the recognition rate observed in this manner

will,provide an upper bound for tactual recognition using this speech

processor."
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Chapter II
Speech Processor Design

The speech processor used in these experiments was the bank of 

filters similar to that used in Dr. Pickett's tactual vocoder. Refer

ring to Figure 1-1, it is seen that the function of the speech processor 

is to convert speech information into a form adequate to drive tactile 

stimulators. The tactile nerve endings are not sensitive to the wide 

range of frequencies and amplitudes that the auditory system is capable 

of discriminating.

the speech processor. As the output of the speech processor described 

in Chapter I depends upon the frequency content of the input, Fourier 

analysis may prove of interest. The basic linguistic unit is the pho

neme. If we represent a single phoneme as a function of time, f(t), 

then, f(t) will be of finite amplitude and time duration. Then, since 

f(t) is bounded over a finite interval and zero elsewhere,
<30

A closer look at speech may serve as a guide to the design of

dt
8 -oo

exists. Hence, the Fourier Transformco
8

“00
exists, where

1

11
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Now, CO OO

F(jw) = ) e^Wt dt + Jf’(t) e Ŵt dt

CO
+

o

if f(t) = fe(t) + fG(t)
where f (-t) = f (t); f (t) = - f (-t)e c u  Q
then ' f(-t) = fe(t) - fe(t).

CO
Then, F( jw ) = J* [fe(t) - ^(t^j [cos wt + j sin wtj dt

° CO
y*[£e(t) + ^(t^J (cos wt - j sin wt) dt 
°

= 2 Jfe(t) cos wt dt - j2 J fQ(t) sin wt dt. 
o o

So, if
oo

Aj_ = 2 J” fe(t) cos wt dt 
° co

= -2 sin wt dt
o

then, F( jw ) = A^ jw ) + j A2( jw )

A(jw) (j) (jw)

Hence, the phoneme shown as a function of time in Figure 2-1 (a) trans

forms to a curve in the A, W, (f) space shown in Figure 2-1 (b).

The exact representation of this curve requires an infinite 

number of points. This implies that the speech processor in Figure 1-1

(a) has an infinite number of channels. As this is clearly impractical, 

the question arises as to what constitutes a sufficient approximation.

It is reasonable to expect that very high and very low frequencies



13
contribute little to intelligibility. Fletcher found that speech 

sounds were recognized correctly essentially 100# of the time if all 

frequencies below eight KHz were used. However, the frequencies be

tween 250 Hz and 6 KHz contribute over 95# to intelligibility.^ Hence, 

if we consider only the portion of the curve within these limits, little 

potential intelligibility should be lost.

Amplitude

time

(a) Phoneme (b) Fourier Transform

Fourier Transform of Phoneme 
Figure 2-1

At this point it might be instructive to consider further the 

parameters by which this curve is being described--amplitude, phase, 

frequency. Exact knowledge of all of these is necessary for precise 

reproduction of the phoneme. Precise reproduction is necessary for 

natural sounding speech, or for speech of high quality. However, speech 

does not have to be of high quality to be quite intelligible. As the 

object here is speech recognition, quality will be considered of second

ary importance.
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Manley^ has found that elimination of relative phase 

information has a marked effect on speech quality, but little on 

intelligibility. Since potential intelligibility is of prime interest, 

it is assumed that the phoneme can be described sufficiently without 

taking into consideration the phase parameter. Hence, the phoneme 

will be approximated by a curve in the amplitude frequency plane.

Even with this simplified description, an infinite number of 

points are required to completely specify this curve. However, if a 

sufficient number of points on this curve are known, it may be spec

ified completely enough for pattern recognition purposes. It might be 

noted at this point that the position of the points on this curve as 

well as the number of points contribute to the accuracy of the 

approximation.

The preceding discussion is a better theoretical description of 

a phoneme than guide to the design of block 5, Figure 1-1. Speech does 

not lend itself well to conventional Fourier analysis. If f(t) re

presents continuous speech,

-00
does not necessarily exist. Hence, conventional Fourier analysis 

does not apply. A more useful description is found in the mathemati

cally less rigorous concept of a time variant Fourier series.

A useful guide to the characteristics of speech might be found 

in the method of generation of speech. The voiced sounds, vowels and 

liquids, involve the vocal cords. The vocal cords vibrate, creating 

an essentially constant waveform, which is then modified by the
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transfer function of the vocal tract. The unvoiced consonants are

generated in a similar fashion, except that the sound generator is now
12turbulence in the vocal tract itself. In the production of speech, 

modeled in Figure 2-2, both the generator and the vocal tract transfer 

function are functions of time.

Therefore, considering the frequency components of speech to 

be functions of time is intuitively reasonable. Alternatively, speech 

could be pictured as an infinite collection of sine wave oscillators 

whose amplitudes are functions of time.

Vocal
Tract
h(?,t)

Vocal
Cords

(a) Voiced Sounds

(b) Unvoiced Sounds 

Model of Speech Generation 

Figure 2-2

Pnoneme

Vocal
Tract
h(l'.t)

Vocal
Tract
Turbulence

Phoneme

Now, rather than having a single phoneme descrioed by a time 

invariant curve in the amplitude frequency plane, we picture continuous 

speech as a time variant curve in this plane. A particular phoneme is 

a particular pattern of variation of this curve. A vowel, for example, 

would be a curve with little variation over its time duration. The 

consonants, particularly the plosives, would vary quite rapidly.
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The purpose of the speech processor is to specify this curve. 

This curve need not be specified completely, but only well enough to 

permit distinguishing one phoneme from another. A technique of accom

plishing this would involve breaking the curve up into several intervals, 

and measuring the average amplitude over each interval. The circuit 

shown in Figure 2-3 provides the low frequency envelope of a band of 

frequencies, rather than a single frequency. The speech processor in 

Dr. Pickett's tactual vocoder is a number of these circuits connected 

in parallel, and provides a measure of the curve in the amplitude 
frequency plane.

Bandpass
Filter
Centered

Low 
Pass 
Filter 
Cut off

Single Channel of Speech Processor 

Figure 2-3

The output of the band pass filter in Figure 2-3 is speech, 

weighted by the impulse response of the band pass filter. Alternatively, 

if we view speech as the sum of infinite collection of sine wave oscil

lators whose amplitudes are functions of time, the output of the band 

pass filter is a weighted sum of this infinite collection. It is as

sumed that the band pass filters respond much more rapidly than the 

amplitude changes. Then, the rectifier and low pass filter provide the 

frequency envelope of this weighted sum.
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The device shown in Figure 1-3 replaces this weighted sum by a 

.single frequency. The low frequency output of each band pass filter-- , 

envelope detector is used to modulate, a sinusoid whose frequency is 

the center frequency of the band pass filter. Then these modulated 

sinusoids are summed. Thus, the continuous time variant frequency

spectrum of speech has been replaced by a finite number of frequencies.
'' ' ■ ( 'In effect, we have quantized the frequency spectra of speech.

As noted in Chapter I, the sum of these modulated sinusoids is 

synthesized speech. The intelligibility of this synthetic speech is a 

measure of how well this descrete spectra specifies speech.

The intelligibility of this synthetic speech is a function of 

the number of channels, the center, frequencies of the band pass filters,

and the frequency response of the band pass filters. For a given

number of channels, the band pass filters could all have very wide 

band widths, or very narrow band widths, or a combination of wide and 

narrow band, widths. Likewise, there are an. infinite number of ways of 

assigning band pass filter center frequencies.

As it was not possible to vary all three of the above parameters

the number of channels was varied and two schemes were used for deter

mining the other two parameters. It was noticed in some preliminary 

experiments that intelligibility seemed higher when the center frequen

cies were assigned logarithmically rather than.linearly. So the center 

frequencies Were always assigned in this manner, usually from 180 Hz 

to 4 KHz. .



■ ■ :; ■ is
■ The band widths were adjusted according to two schemes. In 

one, the band widths were chosen so that the filter frequency charac

teristics overlapped at the half power points. In the other, the 

band widths were, chosen as to fix the filter Q at 3- In all cases, 

the band pass filters were simple second order filters.

For a given configuration, random lists of vowels and conso

nants were read into the system and the output recorded. Then later 

the recording Was listened to, and several subjects were tested. The 

percent correct recognition was taken as a measure of the adequacy of

the approximation.



Chapter III 

Filter Design •

It was observed in Chapter I that the normal auditory system 

constitutes a pattern recognition device capable of providing an in

dication of the potential intelligibility of the speech processor out

put. As the measure’ of potential intelligibility used was the actual ' 

intelligibility of synthetic speech, this pattern recognition device 

needs little training. • Each speech processor was. evaluated by record

ing a list of synthesized phonemes, and later observing three subject's 

correct identification of these phonemes from this recording. By 

using this type of intelligibility testing, each speech processor need 

only be set up long enough for this list of phonemes to be recorded. 

Speech processor evaluation time was then dependent upon this recording 

time, and the time necessary to change the speech processor configura

tion. Thus, flexibility in the speech processor design was very desir

able .

A single channel of the speech processor consists of a band 

pass filter, a detector, and a low pass filter. The characteristics of 

the low. pass filters were fixed a priori, and only the band pass filter 

characteristic depended on the number of channels in the speech proces

sor. Thus, flexibility in the band pass filters was of prime concern.

Passive L-C filters were ruled out as being too inflexible, and 

it was decided to use either analog computer implementation of a •

■ '■■■ 19 • ■
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second order filter or active R-C type filters. In either case, econ

omy in number of amplifiers was necessary as in preliminary work speech 

processors with as many as sixteen channels were investigated. It was 

decided to use the facilities of the Sophomore Analog Computer Labora

tory in the University of Arizona Department of Electrical Engineering. . 

This laboratory consists of ten desk top +.10 volt transistorized 

electronic differential analyzers, each with ten operational amplifiers. 

Of these ten amplifiers, four are committed as unity gain inverters, 

and the remaining six.may be used as summers, integrators, or in an 

uncommitted feedback mode. Each computer has two quarter-square 

multipliers. When a multiplier is used, it requires committing two of 

the •inverters and one of the uncommitted amplifiers. Thus, when both 

multipliers are in use, four uncommitted amplifiers remain on each 

computer. Each computer is equipped with five ten-turn and five single

turn potentiometers. •

This facility combined the advantages of having a large number 

of available amplifiers and multipliers with occasional periods of 

time when no classes or other research activity utilized the computers. 

In the preliminary stages of this research over eighty of the hundred 

amplifiers, were in, use. Numerous circuit checkout problems made it 

necessary to have the speech processor set up for long periods of time.

However, the Sophomore Analog Computer Laboratory has the dis

advantage of not being primarily designed for research. The computer 

patch panels are designed with an eye to ease in patching elementary
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problems rather than versatility. The computers are designed as slow 

differential analyzers. Furthermore, there was an appreciable and 

variable amount of high frequency noise on the computers. This noise 

was not detrimental as it was considerably above the audio range.

The first circuit to be considered for a second order band pass 

filter was the direct analog implementation of the transfer function

filter band width and center frequency can be varied directly and 

independently.

T(s) =  ?  'ŝ  + rs + w ^

shown in Figure 3-l«^ This circuit is extremely flexible, as the

+ rs + w

Xo

X1 (w  ̂- w^) + jwr

Band Width
w

Analog Implementation of Second Order Filter

Figure 3-1
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The integrators in the computers had ten pifd computing capac

itors , which did not permit gains high enough to implement this circuit.

For .example, to implement a center frequency of IgO Hz requires input
gain, a, greater than 1000. With ten jrfd computing capacitors, this

would require integrator input resistors less than 100 ohms. Further

more , the current off set on the amplifiers was too high to permit use

of smaller computing capacitors. This circuit also has.the disadvant

age of requiring two integrators and one inverter for each band pass

filter. Thus for twelve channels, twenty four integrators and twelve

inverters would be required. This circuit was removed from consider

ation since it required, too many amplifiers and could not easily be

implemented with the amplifiers available.

This leaves the possibility of realizing the second order

filter by some type of active R-C circuit. Several practical consider

ations enter into the choice of this circuit. The frequency and" band

width of the realized transfer function should be conveniently and

independently adjustable, preferably by varying a potentiometer. The . 

circuit should have d.c. feedback to eliminate the drift problems en

countered in the circuit of Figure 3-1* Finally, the number of

amplifiers used should be kept to a minimum. , '

The second order filter transfer function, can be realized with
litone amplifier by a circuit of the form shown in Figure 3-2.



Multiple Feedback Circuit

Figure 3-2

Writing the node equations (assuming amplifier gain infinite)

(X - E ) - + (X - E )   + (E - E ) ——  - 01 1 Z o 1 Z g l Z1 3  2

( E - E ) — + ( X - E )  —  = 0
1 g Z o g Z,2

E = 0g
which yields,

X

X1 =2 (=1 + %2) + %1 (%3 +
Considering Figure 3-2 further, it is seen that if eituer Z^ or

Zg is a pure capacitance, the transfer function must have the desired

zero at the origin.

Since it is desired that the circuit have d.c. feedback, if

Z^ is a capacitance, Z^ and Ẑ  are resistances. If Z^ or Ẑ are
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capacitances, must be a resistance. If and Z^ are capacitances,

then Z^ must be a resistance, to maintain d.c. feedback, and the

transfer function would have an undesired pole at infinity. Thus, if

Z^ is a capacitance, Z^ is a resistance. Alternatively, if Ẑ  is a

capacitance, Ẑ  and Z^ must be resistances.

Considering the first case, when Z^ = 1/sC^, Z^ =

X Z Z s C
— 2-(s) = - — i-ii--- 1
X1 Z2 + s C1 Z3 R2 ' Z3 + ZU

In order to maintain the desired d.c. feedback, both Z and Z can not3 4
be capacitances, if Ẑ  = 1/sC^, Ẑ  = R̂ ,

X s C, Rif
° (s) =
X1 s (C3 R2 + C3 R4 + Cl R2) + 1

which is not the desired transfer function. However, if Z^ = l/sC^,Z^=R^
S

then, X R, C,
2______ 2 4_
X 2 s (R„ + R )
1 Ŝ  +   ̂ -j

C1 R2 R3 ' C1 c4 R2 R3

thus, the active R-C circuit shown in Figure 3-1 uses one amplifier,

has d.c. feedback, and realizes the desired transfer function.
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'1

C

X-
R2 C4

2s +
c± c4 2̂ il3R.

Active R-C Filter

Figure 3-3

Alternatively, when = l/sC^, = R̂ , Z^ =

Xo s C2 Z3 R4
R1 + -i- s C2 (Z + R4)

If the desired, transfer function is to be realized, Ẑ  must be a

capacitor Ẑ  = l/sC^, and

C'S R1
2s +

s (C2 + C3) 

R4 C2 C3 C2 C3 R1 R4

Thus, an alternate active R-C circuit using one amplifier, with d.c.

feedback, realizing the desired transfer function is shown in Figure

3-4.15
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--- W h

X 2s +
S (C + c )

c2 C3 R1 R4

Alternate Active R-C Filter

Figure 3~^

The circuit of Figure 3-3 was arrived at first, and was used

for some preliminary trials. The transfer function for this circuit is

Xo (s) = -

s2 +
S (R + R. ) g 1
R2 R3 Cl C1 C4 R2 R3

If the center frequency is w , the band width B, and the midband gain G,

then
wo -  c4 R4 R ) - 1/2 radians per second.

B
Cl R2 r3

radians per second.



Adjusting either or changes both the band width and center
frequency. The interaction was so severe that it was necessary to

actually calculate values for Ĉ , Ĉ , Rg, for each filter, and make

minor adjustments in R̂ , R^ to compensate for component tolerances.

Typical values of Ĉ , Ĉ , R̂ , R^ for different filter center frequencies

and band widths are shown in Table 3-I*

Table 3-1
Typical Component Values For Filter Of Figure 3-3

Center Freq.
(Hz)

Band width
(Hz) ( J - h

c4(vufd) - ,S2 , (onms)
r3

(ohms)

250 120 0.1 .004? 25K 30K

Uoo 220 0.1 .0047 10K 26K
650 280 0.1 . 0047 10K 13K
800 400 0.1 .0047 10K 7-5K
1000 500 0.1 .0047 10K 4.5K

1250 500 0.1 .0047 10K 3-5K
1600 550 0.1 .001 10K 5.5K

2500 800 0.1 .001 10K 3.OK

The interaction encountered in the effects of R^ and R̂  upon

filter center frequency and band width made this circuit undesirable, 

and the circuit of Figure 3-^ was considered. The transfer function

of this filter is



If the center frequency is wq, and the band width B, then

wo " Ĉ1 C2 R1
-1/2

radians per second, and

B (C2 + c3

R4 C2 C3

The center frequency depends upon Ĉ , Ĉ , R̂ , R̂ ; but the filter band

width is dependent only upon Ĉ , Ĉ , R̂ . Therefore, adjustment of R̂

affects band width and center frequency, but adjustment of R^ affects

center frequency only. Furthermore, if Q is defined as the ratio of the

filter center frequency to half power band width,

Q

then R.

R. L  i.

1/2 , 1/2
(C. C )

X 2---
c2 +c3

Since and are fixed, then for constant Q the ratio R^/R^ is

fixed and the midband gain, G, equal to
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is constant. This proved to be advantagous as the filter Q 's were
usually nearly constant.

This particular implementation of the second order filter
proved to be quite practical. Twelve of these filters were constructed

in plug-in module form, using computer potentiometers as shown in

Figure 3-5.

0.02 pfd

0 -10K 0.1 pifd

oC

(a

0.005 pifd

0 -10K 0.1 pfd

18K

(b)

Band Pass Filters with Component Values

Figure 3-5
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The circuit in Figure 3-5 (a) is designed to operate at filter

center frequencies from l8o to 1000 Hz, with band widths appropriate

to a filter Q from 1 to 3* The circuit in Figure 3-5 (b) covers the
range from 1000 Hz to 5000 Hz with Q between 1 and 3• The transfer

function for the circuit of Figure 3-5 (a) is

5 * 107 , s

X s + 1.66 x lo3 oCs + 1.39 ql x 10
R1

and for Figure 3-5 (b)

2 x 10
Xo f ,

(s) = - - T --------------  4 11X ŝ  + 1.1? <* X 10 s + 1.11 X 10 cL1 --------
R1

In practice, oi, and were set empirically, by simply setting

cC. for the desired band width, and then adjusting R^ for the desired

center frequency. Note, however, that the midband gain is a function

of both <X and R . Thus, in general, the midband gain of the filters

will not be identical. This will have to be compensated for elsewhere

in the system.

It was stated earlier that the characteristics of the low pass

filters were chosen from some a priori considerations. It is desired

that the output of the lowpass filter be capable of varying as rapxaly

as the time variant spectrum. Controlled muscular movement is limited
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to approximately ten Hz, so variations resulting from controlled changes

in the vocal tract should be limited to ten Hz. However, faithful

reproduction of the envelopes of the plosives is likely to require

output frequencies higher than ten Hz. Further study of the effect of

low pass filter cutoff frequencies on potential intelligibility is

needed.

It was desired to fix the low pass filter cutoff frequency at

some intuitively reasonable value. The low pass filter should be

simple, use no more than one amplifier, and attenuate at least thirty

db the center frequency of the band pass filter with which it is being

used. Furthermore, it is desired that the gain of the low pass filters

be adjustable in order to compensate for the differences in midband

gain of the band pass filters. Then, the cutoff frequency should be

as high as is commensurate with the preceding specifications.

The two types of low pass filters shown in Figure 3-6 were used.

950K 950K

X, X 10K 10K 10K
r-MF

-22 1

‘o

tT7 .04 ̂ ifd

a

Low Pass Filters

Figure 3-6
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The low pass filter shown in Figure 3-6 (a) is a two section type with

a cutoff frequency of ten cps and twelve db/octave rolloff. The

circuit in Figure 3-6 (b) had forty cps half power point with an eight

een db/octave rolloff. The low pass filter of Figure 3-6 (a) was used

with the higher frequencies, while the circuit of 3-6 (b) was used at

the lower frequencies.

A single channel of the speech processor appears in Figure 3-7*

Band Pass Low
Speech ----- at —M — O Pass

wo
Gain |
Adjustment

Single Channel of the Speech Processor

Figure 3-7

The potentiometer was used to adjust the gain of the -low pass filter to

compensate for band pass filter gain differences.

A single band pass filter-low pass filter combination requires

two amplifiers. The multiplier used at the output required three

amplifiers. Thus, a single channel of the speech processor-speech

synthesizer required five amplifiers, and exactly two channels could be

constructed on a ten amplifier computer.



Chapter IV

• Test Procedure

In this study, the number of channels in the speech processor

was varied from two to twelve. The output of this speech processor

Was used to synthesize speech using analog multipliers. The midband

gain of each band, pass filter used was a function of the center fre

quency and band width of the filter. Since both the center frequency

and the band width of each filter was different, the midband gains of

the filters used in any speech processor configuration were unequal.

The center frequencies used were logarithmically equally spaced with

band widths chosen to overlap approximately at the half power points. • 

Fortunately, this method resulted in the midband gains being nearly equal,

and it was possible to compensate for this variation in midband gains by

making'the d.c. gain of the low pass filters variable.

The actual adjustment of the speech processor channels for

equal over all band pass-low pass gain was accomplished using the

circuit of Figure 4-1 with the speech processor input connected to the,

audio oscillator. The visual display shown was designed and constructed

by Mr. Donovan R. Biggs under the direction of Mr. Lorin P. Me Rae as an

• undergraduate special project. This visual display sequentially pres

ents up to sixteen voltages on a single oscilloscope sweep. Thus, it is

possible to monitor continuously the outputs of all the low pass filters.

' : ■ : ■ 33
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The oscillator amplitude was that necessary to drive the out

put of the band pass filter having the highest midband gain to the

maximum allowable by the computer amplifiers, (twenty volts .peak to

peak). Then the oscillator frequency was varied to peak the output of

the first low pass filter, and the output voltage of this low pass
i

filter was adjusted to ten volts d.c.. This process was repeated for

the remainder of the channels, assuring that the overall gains of the

speech processor channels were equal. -

Next, the speech synthesizer was adjusted. By changing the

oscilloscope sweep speed, it was possible to monitor both the amplitude

of the sinusoidal output.of the multiplier and the d.c. output of the

low pass filters. With the input audio oscillator amplitude at the

same value as was used to adjust the speech processor, the oscillator

frequency was varied to peak the output of the first low pass filter.

Then the output of the first multiplier was adjusted to about one volt

peak to peak. This process was repeated for the remainder of the

multipliers. The speech synthesizer had. to be adjusted by this pro

cedure each: time the speech processor configuration was changed since

the audio oscillator output amplitude and the multiplier gain changed

slightly with frequency.

The actual intelligibility testing was performed using the

.circuit of Figure 4-1 with the input connected to the audio amplifier.

The speaker read text or a list of syllables into the microphone and

the resultant synthesized speech was either recorded or monitored with
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the earphones. Many early adjustments and modifications of the speech

processor-speech synthesizer were made on subjective judgements of the

intelligibility of the monitored output. The earphones used isolated

the speaker and listener well enough that a given configuration per

formance could be informally evaluated quite simply. The speaker would

read words or syllables into the microphone and the listener would

respond verbally. In this manner, it was not only possible to quickly

obtain a rough estimate of the intelligibility of the output, but to

evaluate which particular phonemes were transmitted well, and which

ones were not. It was by this type of testing that it was originally

decided to arrange the center frequencies logarithmically equally

spaced. ,

After it was ascertained that the system was performing properly,

more objective testing was done. As outlined in Chapter I, the phoneme

recognition rate was to serve as a measure of the potential intelligi- ' 

bility of the speech processor output. Thus, it was desired to measure

the phoneme recognition rate with as little bias introduced by context

as possible. Some of the phonemes are difficult to pronounce by them

selves, so it was decided to form syllables with the phonemes. This

was accomplished by separating the test into two parts. In the first, . 

syllables were formed by pronouncing each consonant followed by the

same vowel. The vowel used was "a" as in fat. A typical syllable

would be ca, where the c is as the "c_" in cat. These syllables were

known as consonant syllables, and are listed in Table 4-1 (a).

In the second part, syllables were formed by pronouncing each vowel
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Table 4-1 

Vowel and Consonant Syllables 

(a) ( b) 

1 sa .1. 1 fee (even) 

2 sha 2 fi (it) 

3 cha 3 fa (fate) 

4 va 4 fe (fed) 

5 tha 5 fa (fat) 

6 za 6 fa (all) 

7 da 7 fo (folk) 

8 ba 8 foo (foot) 

9 ca 9 fuo (food) 

10 pa 10 fu (fuss) 

11 ta 

12 ma 

13 la 

14 wa 

15 ra 

16 ja 

17 ga 

18 ya 

19 fa 

20 ha 



preceded by the same consonant (the fricative f). These syllables 

were known as vowel syllables and are listed in Table 4-1 (b). Random 

lists of twenty-five consonant syllables and fifteen vowel symbols were 

prepared and used for the testing.

Most of these syllables were not words in themselves and some 

occur rarely, if at all, as syllables in normal English language. This, 

and the knowledge that each consonant will be followed by the same, 

known vowel, and each vowel will be preceded by the same, known conso

nant effectively eliminates context. Thus each phoneme must be re

cognized by its own distinguishing features, unaided by contextual 

information. This does not eliminate the possibility that the recogniz- 

ability of a phoneme might be a function of the phoneme immediately 

preceding or following it regardless of context. It was assumed that 

this effect, if it exists, would be small compared to the other para

meters affecting intelligibility of the synthesized speech.

The lengths of these lists, fwenty-five consonant syllables and 

fifteen vowel syllables, were necessarily a compromise. For statistical 

reasons, it was desired that the list be as long as possible. However, 

recording time and the length of time during which the subjects were 

available for testing was limited. For these reasons, the lists had 

to. be kept reasonably short. It was decided to make the consonant 

syllable list long enough to contain each consonant at least once, and . 

the vowel syllable list long enough to contain each vowel at least once. 

When the number of channels was reached where previous work had shown
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the recognition rate to be changing rapidly with number of channels, 

several of these lists were recorded in order to improve the statistical 

reliability of the results. A typical consonant syllable list is shown 

in Table 4-2 (a ) and a typical vowel syllable list in Table 4-2 (b).

Later, three subjects listened to these recorded lists and 

recorded their responses on a prepared test sheet. The test sheet is 

shown in Figure 4-2. The response to the vowel syllable was made by 

placing a mark in the appropriate row.• The subject recorded their re

sponse to the spoken consonant symbol by writing their response next to 

the number of that consonant. These test sheets were scored by com

parison with the lists spoken.
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Table 4-2
Typical Vowel and'Consonant Syllable List

(a) , (b)

1 ha 14 ja : 1 1 fi (fit). -

2 sa 15 na ' 2 fa (fat )

3 . ba 16 la ' 3 fa (fate)

4 ca 17 ra 4 fe (fed)

5 ma 18 xva 5 fa (fall)

6 pa 19 ta 6 foo (food)

7 cha 20 da 7 fu (fuss) .

8 va 21 tha ' 8 fee (even) .

9 za 22 ha 9 fa (fat) .

10 ya 23 ja 10 fi (fit)

11 sha 24 la ■ 11 fa (all)

12 fa 25 ma ) ■ ' 12 foo (foot)

13 la ; 13 fo (folk)

l4 fu (fuss)

V  • 15 fa (fat)



Chapter V 

■ Results

The intelligibility of the synthesized speech was determined by 

comparing the spoken phoneme lists with the subject's responses for 

each speech processor configuration. In each speech'processor, the 

band pass filter center frequencies were' assigned in a logarithmically 

equally spaced manner. For speech processors with twelve channels 

through five channels, the filter band widths were chosen to overlap at 

approximately the three db points. The filter center frequencies and 

band widths for these are listed in Tables 5-1 through 5-8. Then, for 

speech processors with eight channels through three channels, the 

center frequencies were chosen in the same manner and the Q of the band 

pass filters was held constant at three, as shown in Tables 5-9 through 

5-14. ■ : :

The assignment of the band pass filter center frequencies in a 

logarithmically equally spaced manner, with overlapping half power 

points, resulted in nearly constant Q filters, as can be observed from 

Tables 5-1 through 5-9• Assignment of the band pass filter character

istics in this manner resulted in increasingly broad filters as fewer 

channels are used. Thus a large segment of the curve in the frequency-, 

amplitude plane falls into the pass band of a single filter. When the 

Q of the band pass filters was held constant at three7 better frequency
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resolution was obtained when less than ten channels were used. However, 

this increase in frequency resolution resulted in segments outside the 

pass band of any filter.

For example, if the constant Q case and the overlapping half . 

power point case are compared for a five channel speech processor, the 

'distinction becomes clear. Table .5-8 shows the, filter characteristics 

for the overlapping half power point configuration, and Table 5-12 shows 

,the filter characteristics for the constant Q configuration. The 

constant Q filters are narrow and widely spaced compared to the.over

lapping half power point filters.

While constant Q filters with more than eight channels were not 

investigated, it can be seen from Table 5-3 that the two cases are

nearly the same for ten channels'. For more.than ten channels, the

constant Q, filters would yield poorer frequency resolution than the 

overlapping half power point filters.

Results for the overlapping.half power point filters are tabu

lated in Table 5-15> and for the constant Q filters in Table 5-16.

Figure 5-1 shows the intelligibility of vowels and consonants versus 

number of speech processor channels for the constant Q case. Figure 

5-2 shows the corresponding plot for the overlapping half power point 

case. Figure 5-3 shows the overall phoneme intelligibility for both 

filter configurations versus number of channels.

Figure 5-3 shows that the greater frequency resolution afforded 

by the filters with Q of three resulted in somewhat higher intelligibility.



If the curve for the constant Q case is extrapolated to nine or ten 

channels it appears that the two curves approach each other. This was 

to be expected since the two cases are nearly the same for ten channels,.

Figure 5-3 shows that the intelligibility at seven channels for 

the overlapping half power point filters is noticeably less than might 

be expected from the other'points. Referring to Figure 5-2, it is seen 

that vowel intelligibility was unexpectedly low for this case. The

reason for this is not known. Reference to the raw data (not included)

shows that the scores of all three subjects on vowel recognition were .

nearly the same for this case. Hence, this low value being due to

statistical fluctuation seems unlikely. It might have been caused by 

some undetected malfunction in the test set-up.

From Figures 5-1 and 5-2, it is noted that vowel intelligibility 

for greater than five channels is greater than consonant intelligibility. 

However, Figure 5-1 indicates that vowel intelligibility for less than 

five channels is less than consonant intelligibility. This might be 

taken to indicate that the intelligibility of consonants, to a greater 

extent than the intelligibility of vowels, is dependent on time variance 

rather than frequency content. '
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, Table 5-1
Band Pass Filters for Twelve
Channel Speech- Processor

Center Band Q
Freq. Width ,
(Hz) : (Hz)

180 60 3
24o ' i  , : ; 70 3.4

320 / 90 3.5
420 , ■ 120 3.5
560 160 3.5
750 220 3.4

1000 275 3-6

I3OO ■'375 ' 3.5
1750 500 3.5
2300 675, 3-4

3100 950 3.3
4200 1100 3.8

Table 5-2 ,
Band Pass Filters for Eleven 
Channel Speech Processor

Center Band Q
Freq. Width
(Hz) ■ (Hz)
180 70 2.6

250 80 ■ 3*1

335 100 3*4

455 150 3*0
625 200 3*1

855 300 2.8

1200 375 . 3*2

I6OO 500 3*2

2200 700. 3*1
3000 1000 3*0

4200 1200 3*5



Table 5-3 Table 5-4
Band Pass Filters for Ten 
Channel Speech Processor

Band Pass Filters for Nine 
Channel Speech Processor

Center
Freq.
(Hz)

Band 
, Width 
(Hz)

Q Center
Freq.

. : (Hz) /

Band
Width
(Hz)

Q-

180 75 ; 2'4 180 85 2.1

255 . 90 2.8 265 . 100 2.6

360 125 2.9 ; 390 155 2-5
510 ' • 180 2.8 580 230 2.5

730 250 2.9 : 850 330 2.6

IO50 ■ 375 2.8 1250 " 450 2.8

1500 500 3.0 • 1750 700 2.5

2100 750 2.8 2700 1200 . 2.2

3000 1050 2.8 4200 ■ 1500 2.8

4200 1200 . 3.5



'Table 5-5
Band Pass Filters for Eight
Channel Speech Processor

Center Band Q
r̂eq. • . Width
(Hz) (Hz) • >

180 100 1.8

280 130 2 .1

435 200 2 .1

670 300 2.2

1050 500 2 .1

1620 800 7 2 .0  

2600 1300 2 .0

4200 - 1600 2.5

, . U7
Table 5-6 ‘ .

Band Pass Filters for Seven 
Channel Speech Processor ■

Center Band Q
Freq» Width
(Hz) (Hz)

180 120 . 1.5

300 l6 0  1.9

510 280 1.8

860 470 1.8

1450 820 1.8

2500 l 4oo 1.8

4200 1700 2.5



Table 5-7 Table 5-8
Band Pass Filters for Six Band Pass Filters for Five
Channel Speech Processor Channel Speech Processor

Center Band Q Center Band Q
Freq. Width Freq. Width
(H'z) (Hz) : ' (Hz) (Hz) r

180 120 1.5 180 110 1.6

340 .210 1.6 400 340 1.2

610 430 1.4 870 : 54o 1.6

1200 750 ' 1.6 1950 1600 1.2

2100 : 1500 • 1.4 4200 2250 ■ .. 1.9
4200 2100 2.0



Table 5-9 Table 5-10
49

Band Pass Filters for Eight Channel Band Pass Filters for Seven Channel
Speech Processor with 0,- 3 Speech Processor with Q - 3

Center ■ Band Center Band
Freq. ' Width Freq. . ■ Width
(Hz) (Hz) - : : (Hz) ' ■ (Hz)

180 60 180 60

280 90 • 300 100

435 145 . . 510 160
670 220 860 290

1050 350 1450 500 .

' 1620 540 2500 830 v
2600 900 4200 1500

4200 1500 ; ’
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Table 5-11 Table 5-12

Band Pass Filters for Six Channel ■/ Band Pass Filters for Five Channel 
Speech Processor with Q = 3 Speech Processor with Q = 3'

Center Band Center Band
Freq. Width . Freq. Width

/ (Hz) • . (Hz) (Hz) . (Hz)

’ l8o 60 180 60

; 340 110 400 130

6i0 200 870 . • 300
1200 ' 400 1950 650. "

2100 700 4200 I5OO

4200 : • 1500 '



Table 5-13 Table 5-lk
51

Band Pass Filters for Four Channel Band Pass Filters for Three Channel
Speech Processor with Q = 3 Speech Processor with Q 3

Center ' Band Center Band
Freq. Width .. Freq. Width
(Hs) (Hz) . (Hz). (Hz)

. 180 6o ■ 180 6o

510 170: . . 900 300

1450 500 4200 1500

■ ■ 4200 1500 ' ■ ' ' ' ' ' '
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Table 5-15
' : Intelligibility for Speech Rnocessors With /

Overlapping Half Power Point Filters

Vowels Consonants Overall

No. of "No. Per No. Per No. Per .
Channels Tested Cent Tested Cent - Tested Cent

Correct Correct Correct

12 270 85 450 78 720 81

11 180 ■ 85 300 77 48o 80

10 180 88 300 74 480 79

9 180 84 ' . 300 74' 48o 78

8 v  : ■ : . 180 83 ' 300 73 480 77

7 180 64 . 300 72 48o , 69

6 90 ' -  70 V' ; :- 150 . 69 240 70

5 90 68 150 55 240 60
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Table 5-l6

Intelligibility for Speech Processors With 
Band Pass Filters with Q -- 3

Vowels » Consonants Overall

No. of No. . Per No. Per No. Per
Channels Tested Cent Tested Cent Tested Cent

Correct , , Correct Correct

8 : 315 : 81 4oo ■ 77 715 . 79

7 ' ' ' 240 " 83 4oo 69 64o 74

6 240 78 4oo 71 , 640 74

5 240 76 . 4oo 72 ■ 64o 73

4 ' 240 44 4oo 53 640 49
3 90 32 . 150 38 24o 36
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Chapter VI /
Further Topics

In Chapter II, a technique of approximating the continuous time 

variant frequency spectrum of speech by. a finite number of frequencies 

was discussed. This approximation allowed the amplitude of each of 

"these frequencies to vary continuously. A. further simplified descrip

tion could be obtained if the amplitudes of these frequencies were 

restricted to descrete levels.. Than the curve in the frequency-amplitude 

plane would be restricted to a finite number of configurations. For 

example, if each frequency was allowed to assume m amplitudes, and a 

n channel speech processor were used, then there would be m possible 

distinguishable curves. However, since time is still.a continuous 

parameter, an infinite number of time variant patterns still exist.

It is likely that the skin can detect only a finite number of 

levels of stimulation. Thus, in effect, the skin may act as a quantizer . 

on the output of the speech processor. The number of levels of stimulus 

levels distinguishable by the skin is not known at this time. However, 

since the skin may act as a quantizer, the effect of quantization on the 

•potential intelligibility of the speech processor output is of interest.

It is possible that the skin is capable of detecting only on-off 

type stimuli. If quantized speech processor outputs -were available, a 

separate stimulator could be assigned to each level of quantization.
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Thus j the amplitude of a given channel would be represented to the 

tactile nervous system by the position of' the .stimulus, rather than by 

the amplitude of the stimulus. This stimulation scheme would emphasize’ 

the problem of minimizing the number of channels, and number of levels 

of quantization used, due to the power, size, and weight requirements 

of the larger number of stimulators.

Assuming that the output quantization may be of value, the 

philosophy of speech processor design outlined in Chapter I applies, . 

with a few additional parameters in question. That is, the potential 

intelligibility of the speech processor output must :be adequate if ' , 

satisfactory operation is to be realized. In addition to the number of 

speech processor channels, and the frequency allocation of these 

channels, the quantization scheme now affects the potential intelligibil

ity of the output. It is not immediately clear whether, each- channel 

should be assigned the same number of quantization levels, or how the 

output of a given channel should be quantized.

Some preliminary work was.done with output quantization of a ■ 

eight channel speech processor. The band pass filters used had center 

frequencies assigned logarithmically equally spaced from 180 Hz to 4 KHz, 

with Q =3/ as shown in Figure 5-9. A number of quantizers were de

signed and built by Mr. Robert Darwin under the direction of Dr.

Fredrick Hill as an undergraduate special project. These quantizers .

âllowed the output of a speech processor channel to assume levels of
■ ' ■ ■ ’ ■ ■■ -- - approximately, 0, 2.5, 5? 7•5 or 10 volts. When these quantizers were
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inserted directly between the low pass filter outputs and the analog 

multipliers, an overall recognition rate of 55•5$ was observed. The 

vowel recognition rate was 76.5$ and the consonant recognition rate 
was 43.5$. '

It was noticed by observing the visual display that the quan

tizer 'outputs in the lower frequency ranges were assuming effectively 

two states. Eit;ber the amplitude at these frequencies was not high 

enough to reach the threshold of the first level, or it was high enough 

to achieve the highest level. A possible explanation for this behavior 

is to be found in the amplitude characteristics of speech. The vowels' 

and voiced consonants have large components in these frequency ranges, 

while the unvoiced sounds tend to have lower levels concentrated in the 

higher ranges.

Ordinarily, the d.c. output of a given low pass filter, when a 

sinusoidal input at the center frequency of the corresponding band pass 

filter is applied, is equal to the d.c. output of any second low pass 

filter, when a sinusoidal input of the•Same amplitude at the center 

frequency of the second band pass filter is applied, In an attempt to 

gain more effective quantization levels at the lower frequencies, the 

outputs of the low pass filters were weighted prior to quantization. 

When a constant amplitude sinusoid was applied to the input of the 

speech.processor, the gain of the low pass filters was adjusted to 

produce the output levels shown in Figure 6-1. For example, if the 

output of the low pass' filter corresponding to the 2600 Hz band pass
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filter were eight volts for an input of 2600 Hz, the output of the low. 

pass filter corresponding to the 435 Hz band pass filter to a sinusoidal 

input of the same amplitude and a frequency of 435 Hz would be four 

volts. With; this scheme, the vowel recognition rate rose to SO’fo and 

the consonant recognition rate to 66%. The overall recognition rate 

was 75%. ; ■■ ■ , ' ; . ' V : :

Band Pass 
Filter 
Center .

> ; ' Freq.
(Hz)

' 180

' : ' -  280 
435 
670

1050 , .

1620 

2600 ;

4200

Low Pass Filter Weighting 

- Figure 6-1

The preceding results should not be considered quantitatively 

accurate, as the number of phonemes tested was small. In the first 

case, three subjects listened to two lists twice each. In the second

Low Pass
Filter
Output

6
5 
4

6 

8 
8 
8 

8
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case, three subjects listened to one list twice each. However, these 

results ao incicate that the different channels should not necessarily 

be dealt with uniformly. Exactly how the outputs should be quantized 

will be the object of further research, with the answer perhaps to be 

found in the probability distributions of different speech frequencies.

The design of the speech processor used in these experiments 

arose from consideration of the characteristics and production of 

speech. An alternative speech processor results from consideration of 

the actual hearing apparatus.

A simplified diagram of the cochlea appears in Figure 6-2. The 

cochlea is normally coiled like a snail, but is shown uncoiled for 

simplicity. Cochlear Partition

Stapes Scala
Vestibula

Scala TympaniRound
Window

Simplified Diagram of the Cochlea 

Figure 6-2

The cochlea is filled with a colorless liquid, perilymph, which 

transmits the vibrations introduced by the stapes. The cochlear parti

tion is a channel, filled with a liquid called endolymph, bounded by the 

basilar membrane, Reissner's membrane, and a bony shell. Audio frequen

cy vibrations are transmitted from the scala vestibula to the scala
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tympani through the cochlear partition. This vibration is introduced 
into the auditory nerve by the organ of Corti, which contains the audi
tory nerve endings.

The point on the basilar membrane where the greatest amplitude 
vibration occurs depends upon the stimulus frequency. As the stimulus 

frequency increases, this point of greatest amplitude vibration of the 
basilar membrane moves away from the stapes toward the helicotrema.
The frequency response of a single point on the basilar membrane 
approximates that of a band pass filter.

A speech processor designed with the operation of the cochlea in 
mind appears in Figure 6-3.

High
Pass

High
Pass

High
Pass

Envelope
Detector

Envelope
Detector

Low
Pass

Low
Pass

Envelope
Detector

Low
Pass

Outputs

Serial Filter Speech Processor 

Figure 6-3
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This speech processor simulated the serial filter nature of the coch
lea. A twelve section version of this speech processor was designed 
and built by Mr. Raymond Wilsey as an undergraduate special project 
under the direction of Mr. Lorin Me Rae. A preliminary test using 
six sections of the serial filter.was performed. Using the envelope 
detectors and the speech synthesis method which was used with the paral 

lei:filter speech processor, vowel intelligibility was 76$ and conso- ' 
nant intelligibility was 6l$>. The intelligibility of the vowels and ' 
consonants combined was 66%. The break frequencies w^ through wg were 
assigned logarithmically equally spaced from 200 Hz to 4000 Hz.

The above results indicate that the series filter arrangement 
provided about the same output intelligibility as the parallel filter 
speech processor. Furthermore, since this speech processor is intend

ed to replace the cochlea, it may be advantageous for it to simulate 

the operation of the cochlea. What the advantages are, if any, of the 
serial filter speech processor over the parallel filter speech proces
sor is not known at this time. ' .

In this study, intelligibility was defined as the percentage 
correct identification of phonemes. This definition was adopted to 

eliminate, as much as possible, contextual influence of sound recog
nition. However, this restriction resulted in the testing of a limited 
known vocabulary. In order to obtain an indication of the effects of 

increasing this vocabulary, with an increase in context, a list of one 
hundred words was prepared. This list, shown- in Table 6-1, was read
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into an eight channel, Q = 3, speech processor,- and the synthetic speech 

output recorded. The percentage correct recognition of this enlarged 

vocabulary was 58fo. Three subjects listened to this recording twice 
each. -■ , , ■ ■ » . - ■ \ ' • .

As indicated in Chapter I, word recognition of 60% corresponds 

to sentence recognition of over 95̂ * Thus, while word recognition 

found in this test was not as good as phoneme; recognition for the same 

speech processor, it is probably adequate for sentence recognition.
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Table 6-1 

Word List

1 thin 21 azure . 41 even 6l use 81 he

2 let 22 drink 42 bed 62 care 82 cut

3 top 23 chin 43 had 63 ten 83 did

k .old 24 fat 44 ton 64 father . 84 get

5 turn 25 date 45 put . 65 dear. 85 tool

6 bed 26 did 46 vat 66 car 86 focus

7 fall 27 ; fall ' arch 67 over '87 sanity

8 yard ' 28 trim 48 then 68 put , 88 note

9 zebra 29 will 49 troth 69 trim 89 this

10 father 30 sell 50 ring 70 kill 90 can

11 ape ; 31 date 51 arch 71 bite 91 best

12 go 32 under 52 yard ; 72 mile 92 as

13 had 33 fur . 53 .drink 73 bake 93 .between

14 not 34 off 54 haze • 74 tone 94 sound

15 she 35 get 55 'have 75 horn 95 and

16 always 36 leisure - 56 hat .... , 76 joy ' 96 lips

17 meet / 37 dash 57 pass 77 ahead 97 trying

18 bite 38 lap 58 red 78 fork 98 sound

19 pas s' , ' 39 bear 59 tool 79 out . 99 from

20 yet . 4o car 60 doubt 80 troop 100 herd



Chapter VII
■ W  - . /  ' - -Conslusions .

The object of the Artificial Ear project is to enable, the deaf‘ 
to recognize speech. As outlined in Chapter I, this is to be accom
plished by replacing the cochlea by a speech processor, and by 
substituting the tactile nerves for the auditory nerve. A primary 
requirement for the success of such, a scheme is that the potential. 
intelligibility of the speech processor output be sufficient for 
reasonable speech recognition.

Speech processor output intelligibility was determined in this 

study by the intelligibility of synthetic speech. In this manner, the 

normal hearing apparatus was used as a pattern recognition device.

This pattern recognition device is not ideal, and the intelligibility 
of this synthetic speech is not potential intelligibility as defined 
in. Chapter I. However, this pattern recognition device is as near ideal 

as is presently available. Thus, for practical purposes, the intel
ligibility of this synthetic speech is an upper bound on the recognition 

of speech from the speech processor outputs. At best, tactile recog
nition of speech from the speech processor outputs will approach the 

recognition rate of this synthetic speech.
Figure 5-3 indicates that intelligibility does not, rapidly in

crease when more than six to eight speech processor channels .are used.

66 ■ '
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Word recognition for eight channels was $8%, which is adequate for 
about 90% sentence' recognition.

In this study, the method of arranging the filter center 
frequencies and band widths was chosen from the informal results of 

preliminary testing. Some other method for arranging the speech 
processor channels may yield even better output intelligibility for a 
given number of channels than was found here. Such a method might - 
arise from further considerations of either speech and its production, 
or hearing. Further study on the effects of low pass filter frequency 
characteristic upon output intelligibility might lead to improved out-- 
put intelligibility.

Further time could be spent on improving the accuracy of these 
results. Larger phoneme lists could be used, and more subjects tested. 

However, this would probably not be in the best interests of the 
Artificial Ear project. This study has indicated that six to eight 

channels are adequate, and further work should be directed towards, 
.optimizing a speech processor with this number of channels. 

c- - . One approach to optimizing a speech processor with a given
number of channels involves the amplitude probability distributions of 

speech at different frequencies. If these amplitude distributions 

could be determined, it may be possible to arrange the filter band 
widths and center frequencies so that the average information transmit

ted through any channel would be equal to the average information 
transmitted through any other channel. In this manner, each stimulator 
would be, on the average, contributing an equal amount to the tactile



recognition of speech.
. At this point, perhaps the major effort should be extended

towards determination of the stimulation characteristics of the skin.
The preliminary results of the study on speech processor output 
quantization indicate that proper output quantization should not result 
in a drastic reduction in potential intelligibility. Hence, the extent 
of quantization imposed by the skin should be determined, and the speech 
processor output quantized accordingly.

For example, if it should result that.it is only possible to 

tactually detect three distinct levels of stimulation, then the speech 
processor output should be quantized so as to maximize the average in
formation contained in each level. Maximization of the average 
information contained in each level will probably result from the 
previously mentioned amplitude probability distributions.

Continuing research on tne Artificial Ear project should proceed 
along two lines. The amplitude probability distributions at different 

frequencies for speech should be determined, with the idea in mind of 
optimizing the output potential intelligibility-of a six to eight 

channel speech processor with possibly quantized outputs. At the same ' 
time, effort should be extended1 toward determination of the stimulation 

characteristics of the skin, and the design and construction of adequate 
tactile stimulatorsi :
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